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These rules are effective as of October 15, 2022

Introduction

This document is the working Core Rule Book for Mystic Spires: The Trading Card Game
standard play.
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ABOUT THE GAME

In this game, two players called Keepers battle one another using a variety of Units,
Equipment, and Spell Cards to defeat their opponent’s units and destroy their Tower card by
bringing its Health Points (HP) to 0, though there are other ways to win the game.

Whether starting from a Starter Deck box or a collection of cards you found in a booster
pack, the information in this rule book will be paramount for you to become a truly powerful
Keeper.

This is the official Mystic Spires The Trading Card Game rule book. It’s important to learn
how to play correctly, so you should read this rule book before playing. You can also visit
www.MysticSpires.com for more information.
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GETTING STARTED

Main Deck
Assemble a Main Deck that follows these rules:

● The Deck must be at least 30 cards, but no more than 60 cards.
● You can only have up to 3 copies of the same card in your Deck

Also, some cards may apply limits to themselves in your Main Deck and there
may be set restrictions in official tournaments.

TIP: Try to keep the number of cards in your deck as low as you can to
increase your odds of drawing your most powerful cards.

Token Deck
The Token Deck is where you store the Token Cards used by your Main Deck.

Your Token Deck follows these rules:
● The Deck can have any number of Cards, even 0 cards if you’re playing a

deck that doesn’t use Tokens!
● You can have any number of copies of the same Token card in your

Token Deck.

Tokens will never be restricted in regular play, including in Set Restricted Official
Tournaments.

Pen and Paper
You’ll need a method to keep track of your Tower’s HP as it rises and falls

throughout your it’s recommended to have a means of recording the current value of
your Tower Card and any Unit whose HP and Strength are being altered.
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THE BATTLEFIELD

The Battlefield can help you keep your cards nice and tidy, as well as safe from dirt and
damage. When you use your cards you should place them on a game mat, whether it has the
Areas or is just an illustration. Different Cards should go in different Areas.

Each Keeper should have their own game mat; you can purchase game mats from
stores both online and in person. There are even Mystic Spires specific game mats available at
https://www.MysticSpires.com/.

You can also choose to play without a game mat, though it is not advised as dust, dirt,
and debris can damage your cards by scratching their faces and chipping at the surfaces. Some
surfaces may also be sticky which can rip the illustrations right off your cards, completely
destroying them.

Below is an example of the battlefield and its areas.
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1. The Battlefield is the main area of play. This is where your units go face-up
when you summon them and your Passive Spell cards stay when they’re active.

2. The Graveyard, Units destroyed by card effects and in battle, and when Spell
cards are used, they’re sent face-up to this space. The cards in both player's
Graveyards are public knowledge and can be looked through by either player or
a referee at any time during the game.

3. The Tower placed here at the start of your game, it dictates how much Crystal
you get per turn as well as your starting HP. The Tower usually has a passive
effect that always happens and an Active Effect that you can choose to use at the
cost of Crystal.

4. The Main Deck is placed in this area face-down. You draw cards from here to
add to your hand. Only you or a referee can know what’s in your deck during the
course of a game.

5. The Token Deck is placed in this area face-down. When a card you control
summons tokens they come from this deck. When those tokens are destroyed
they are returned to this deck.

Remember these areas well, and you’ll make for a great Keeper with pristine
cards that will hold their value and beauty for years to come.
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CARD ANATOMY

● Card Name cards with the same name are considered to be the same card, and you can
only have up to 3 copies of the same card in your Main Deck.

● Card Type cards can be broken down into different Card Types. The Card Types are as
follows

a. Assault Type cards can attack at will and have generally higher power
values than the other Card Types

b. Defense Type cards can intercept attacks, but cannot attack at will.
Defense Type units also generally have higher HP than other Card Types
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c. Special Type cards can attack at will and intercept attacks but have
moderate Power and HP values compared to other cards

d. Spell Type cards are non-unit cards used to quickly cast an effect or add a
piece of equipment to your unit cards.

● Unit Type A subtype for your cards to help you further differentiate the cards. The Unit
Types are as follows:

a. Tower Type cards are played at the start of your game. These cards
dictate your starting HP and Crystal generated per turn. Tower cards generally
have a passive effect that activates once per turn and an active effect you can
spend crystal to cast.

b. Equipment Type cards are unique spells that attach to a Unit to enhance it
with some effect. Though some equipment may have negative effects.

c. Unit Type cards are deployable creatures, people, and entities that fight
to defend your Tower Card and destroy your opponent’s Tower Card.

d. Token Type cards are normally non-deployable entities or resources.
These cards are usually used as a secondary resource by various decks and
cards in the game.

e. Instant Cast type cards are unique spells that are cast instantaneously,
they can be used on either player's turn unless otherwise specified on the card.

f. Passive Cast type cards are unique spells that, once cast, are
constantly active while the card is in play. They can only be cast on the owner’s
turn unless otherwise specified on the card.
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UNIT CARDS

Non-Effect Units

Units with no effect tend to be some of the weaker units,
though this isn’t always the case. Instead of an ability,
they will have a piece of the story of the set they belong
to.

Effect Units

Units that possess an effect will have their effect
available in 2 or three parts. The first part is the
condition. On the card “Oneiros the Weaver” the effect is
available “Once per turn,”; this means that on your turn
you can activate its effect one time for every copy of the
card you have in play, but not every card will have a
condition. The second part is the action. On the card
“Oneiros the Weaver” the action is “Destroy 1 Non-Effect
Unit on your field,”; because the card says “you may” you
have the option to activate this card or not. The final part
is the reaction. On the card “Oneiros the Weaver” the
reaction is “if you do, summon 1 “Dream Token” to your
field.”; not all cards will have a reaction to their effects.
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SPELL CARDS

Instant Spells

Instant spells, such as “Lucid Dreaming” on the left, are
sent to the graveyard after being used. Their cost varies
depending on the power of the spell being cast. In this
case we can see that the card has the action text of
“Search your deck for 1 “Fairy” or “Entity” Unit, add it to
your hand,” this means that you may look through your
deck to find 1 unit type where the Card Typing area says
“Entity” or “Fairy”, we then add it to our hand. The
reaction text says “if you do, skip your next Draw Phase.”
This means that if we choose to add the card to our hand
we must then skip our next draw phase.

Because there are two actions “Search” and “Draw” there
are two points where the opponent can counter with their
own spell or card ability. We’ll cover this in the next
section.
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Passive Spells

Unlike Instant Spells, Passive Spells remain on the field
after being played and may be reused until they are
destroyed by an opponent’s effect. The card “Rise Again”
has the condition text “Once per turn,” meaning that we
can only use the effect of Rise Again on our turn and
once for every copy of “Rise Again” in play. The action
text “you may discard 1 card from the top of your deck,”
tells us that if we want to activate the reaction text we
must first draw one card from the top of our deck and
place it in the graveyard. The reaction text “if you do,
return 2 Unit cards from your graveyard to your hand.”
allows us to bring back 2 cards for the cost of 1. Because
the card does not say otherwise, if the card you
discarded happened to be a Unit Card you can even
place that card in your hand and effectively get a free
draw and revive. This makes the card very powerful,
indicated by its golden border flair.
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Equipment Spells

Equipment cards are similar to Passive Spells in that
they are not destroyed after use. The card “Greedy
Hands” is a powerful charm type of equipment with a
potent effect. The text states “You may equip this item to
any active Unit,” this is a lot more powerful than you’d
think at first glance. The card does not specify “any
active unit on your field” it states “any active unit”
meaning even your opponent’s units! Having a means of
destroying your opponent's strong Defense Units outside
of combat is incredibly powerful! You’ll notice that there is
a Power and HP of +0 on the card “Greedy Hands”. Most
Equipment cards will increase either or both Power and
HP by a small amount.
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TOWER CARDS

At the start of each game both players choose their Tower Card from their collection of
Tower Cards. Your Tower card is unique in that it sets your starting HP and how much Crystal
(Cry on the card) you generate every turn.

Most Tower Cards will have a Passive Ability, for “The Tower of Dreams” that passive
ability forces you to summon one “Dream Token” card to your field. This effect stops if you don’t
have any “Dream Token” cards in your Token Deck.

Tower Cards will also have an Active Ability, for “The Tower of Dreams” that active ability
allows players to pay 4 Crystal for the powerful effect to search your deck for a “Fairy, “Entity”,
or a “Spellcaster” type Unit and add it to your hand.

Not all Towers will have a passive and an active. Some will have two active abilities or
two passive abilities. Some may even have only one ability. The standard is one passive and
one active, however.
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HOW TO PLAY

Now we’ll go through a game and how to get started. First things first, are what you’ll
need.

Both players need a deck of Units, Spells, and Equipment Cards. The deck must be at
least 30 cards but no more than 60. You may only have up to 3 of the same type of card in a
deck; this is your Main Deck.

Both players will also need a special card called a Tower Card. These Cards set your life
points and Crystal gain per turn.

Some strategies utilize Token Cards. These cards are stored in a special deck called the
Token Deck. You can search this deck at any time to see what Tokens you have remaining in it
and, when a card has you summon a token, you can summon it from anywhere in this deck -
even the middle!

So you have your Main Deck ready, you've chosen a Tower, and even found an
opponent? Now what?
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BATTLE START

The battle begins! Once both players take their positions on either side of a flat surface,
such as a table, they both follow these four steps to prepare for the battle:

1. Decide who should go first, a common example is the youngest player goes first,
there's also a coin flip, a die roll, or even a game of Rock-Paper-Scissors.

2. Both players choose a Tower Card and place them face-up on their own mat in
the Tower Areas.

3. Both players shuffle their Main Deck thoroughly and place them in the Main Deck
area on their mats.

4. Both players draw 5 cards to their hands from their Main Deck.

Now for the first turn and the Phase Order,

Everyone's turn has 6 phases.

Draw Phase; This is the first phase. The player whose turn it is draws one card from the
top of their Main Deck. If you draw the last card in your Main Deck you lose the game.

IMPORTANT: The player who goes first cannot draw during the Draw Phase of their first
turn.

Standby Phase; Some cards have effects that activate, or costs you must pay, in the
Standby Phase. This is the phase where players get their generated Crystal from their tower
added to their Crystal pool.

Main Phase 1; This is when you play most of your cards: you can Summon, activate a
card’s effect, and cast Spell Cards. These actions can be done in any order you want, but some
actions have restrictions.
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Battle Phase; Now it’s time to tear down your opponent’s tower! This phase is divided
into steps. You do not have to conduct a Battle Phase every turn unless you have a Unit that
has an effect that requires it to do battle or defend.

IMPORTANT: The player who goes first cannot enter Battle Phase on their first turn.

The Battle Phase is split into 4 steps and is conducted in the order shown in the
diagram. The Battle Step and Damage Step are repeated each time you attack or defend with a
Unit.

1. This step starts the Battle Phase. The player should announce when they are
starting combat. Play then proceeds to the Battle Step.

2. Select 1 Assault or Special Unit on your side of the field to attack with, and a
valid target your opponent controls, and then declare the attack. Valid Targets
include their in-play Units and their Tower. If your opponent has a Special or
Defense Unit in play they may choose to intercept your attack with that instead.
Play then proceeds to the Damage Step.

3. Subtract the power of the attacking Unit from the target’s HP. If the HP of the
target reaches 0 or lower the target is destroyed. If the Tower Card is destroyed
the Tower’s owner loses the game. The attacking unit is then turned sideways
(Fatigued). Fatigued Units cannot attack, defend, or use active effects for one
whole turn rotation. If you attack with a unit it is fatigued until your next Battle
Phase. If you defend with a unit it is fatigued until your opponent’s next Battle
Phase. So choose wisely! Passive effects are still active, even when a card is
Fatigued.

4. If you have more active Units you may repeat the Battle and Damage Step until
you have no more available Units available for attack. Otherwise, announce to
your opponent that you are done with the Combat phase.
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Main Phase 2; If you conducted your Battle Phase, your turn moves to Main Phase 2.
The actions a player can perform in this phase are the same as in Main Phase 1. However, if
the player already did something in Main Phase 1 that has a limit to the number of times it can
be done per turn, the player cannot do it again in Main Phase 2. Use this phase to prepare for
the opponent’s actions

End phase; Announce the end of your turn, and if there are any cards on the field which
say “during the End Phase” in their text, resolve those effects in this phase.

You'll notice that your units have energy you need to manage or else they get Fatigued.
When a unit is Fatigued they cannot attack, defend, or use active effects.

Fatigue lasts one turn rotation. This means that if your Units are Fatigued during your
Battle Phase they will not leave Fatigue until the start of your next Battle Phase.

Units that are Fatigued because you used their active abilities follow the same rule. If
you use a Units active effect during your Main Phase they won't leave Fatigue until the start of
your next Main Phase.

Units that are Fatigued during the same phase leave Fatigue simultaneously at the start
of the next Phase they were Fatigued on.

While battling units will lose HP. It is important to have a method of tracking unit health
such as a pen and paper or tracking markers that can be placed on the card. If you have a spell
or card effect that restores HP you can use it only up to the card's original HP unless otherwise
specified.

As you and your opponent battle you may run across an event where, as you take an
action, your opponent stops you to reveal they are making a reaction. This starts what is called
a Cascade.
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CASCADES

A cascade is a series of reactions, spells and units activating in response to the previous
activation. Let’s break it down with this example. Each action has a position in the Cascade
listed as C1, C2, C3, etc. Here’s an example of a Cascade.

I have a Unit in play with an effect. I Fatigue the Unit and declare that I am using its
effect to destroy my opponent’s Unit. In this Cascade this action is C1.

I have a spell that gives me 2 Crystal every time I destroy a Unit. Because my Unit’s
effect destroyed my opponent’s Unit it activates, giving me 2 Crystal. This action is in position
C2.

My opponent, however, has a spell in his hand that activates when a spell card goes off,
destroying a unit of their choice! Since my spell card was activated when I destroyed their unit
they can pay the cost of the card and destroy the Unit I have in play. This action is in position
C3.

I have nothing to react with, so I am forced to let this happen. We then go back up the
Cascade starting with C3 and ending on C1.

My opponent’s spell destroys my Unit.

My Unit was destroyed since it is no longer in play it cannot destroy my opponent’s Unit!
Since my Unit could not destroy my opponent’s my spell doesn’t activate and my opponent’s
Unit remains on the field!

When an effect cannot be activated it becomes “Disrupted”. Be on the lookout for
dangerous cards that activate when there is a Disruption.

Do you notice how we started with the last played effect first? The Cascade works on a
“LAST-in-First-out” rule.
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STATUS EFFECTS

Some cards utilize status effects in their abilities and powers. Let's go down the list and
explain what each status effect means in a card.

Fatal: When a card with Fatal attacks, it destroys the target Unit before damage
calculation.

Necrotic: When a unit is given Necrotic it is infected, the next time it is declared as an
attacker or blocker it is destroyed and sent to the graveyard. When the unit is declared as a
blocker the damage is negated unless the card has Piercing.

Ignite X: A card that has Ignite deals X damage to the card it attacks during the
opponent's Standby Phase. The value of X will be listed in the effect. Ignite counts as its own
damage source; If the card inflicting Ignite also has Piercing, damage from Ignite will not pass
through.

Levitating: A card with Levitating takes half damage rounded up. A 2 becomes 1 and a
3 becomes 2. Any damage below 1 is rounded up to 1.

Spiritbond: A card with Spiritbond ties its existence with another card. If either bonded
card is sent to the graveyard the card it bonded with is destroyed. Bonded cards do not share
status effects.

Exiled: An Exiled card is removed from play, it is not sent to the Graveyard, instead, it is
set aside in a different stack.

Paralyzed: A card with Paralyzed cannot attack, defend, and active or triggered can not
be active, passive abilities can still be active

Piercing: When a Unit with Piercing attacks and is blocked, damage that exceeds a
Unit’s Health will go to the Tower. Ex. If the unit is a 10/10 and is blocked by a 5/5 5 damage will
go to the tower

Poison: when a card blocks or gets blocked by a Unit with Poison the Unit loses one
health per turn and gains poisoned. Poison does not disappear without the effect of another
card or unless stated otherwise by the poisoner.
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Sleep: a Unit with Sleep can not attack, block, and activated abilities can not be
activated the turn it gains this effect. Sleep will only last 1 full turn cycle.

Ethereal: a Unit with Ethereal cannot attack or defend, it can also not be the target of an
attack without an effect. Units with Ethereal can still use their abilities, however.

WINNING THE GAME

Primary Win Condition
To win a game of Spires you have a few options. So let’s go through them from the

simplest to the most complex.

Destroy the Tower
Simply put? Bring your opponent’s Tower to 0 HP or less. This can be done by attacking

your opponent’s Tower when there are no monsters on the field, overhitting your opponent’s
units to deal damage to the opponent’s Tower, or using spells that can target your Opponent’s
Tower.

Alternate Win Conditions
What if you just can’t out-damage your opponent’s healing or their unit’s defense? Fear

not, there are other ways to win!

Decked Out
If your opponent has no deck, they cannot play, right? Well, it’s very true. If you can

make your opponent draw all the cards in their deck they will automatically lose the game, even
if their Tower is at full HP, and they have cards in their hand

Crystal Overload
Magic can be quite powerful, so what happens to those who hoard a lot of it? Well, they

explode! If your opponent reaches 100 Crystal, they will lose the game via Crystal Overload. So
spend. Your. Crystal.
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